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Abstract

It is widely acknowledged that assessing the rupture risk of atherosclerotic plaques, via lumen reduction, is an imperfect criterion and that other properties such as those related to biomechanics may be more relevant. This study investigated the hypothesis that magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) can be used to image the elasticity of atherosclerotic plaques with the aim to give a better indication of rupture risk.

Atherosclerotic plaques were imaged through a small feasibility data set including stenosed arterial phantoms, healthy volunteers and peripheral artery disease (PAD) patients. Comparison of the healthy volunteer and PAD patient wave displacement images showed differences in noise levels, wave amplitudes and wave propagation through the lumen. However, the change in shear moduli through healthy and diseased areas of the phantoms and in vivo subjects could not be detected. Synthetic modelling of the arterial phantoms, under replicated imaging conditions, suggested that there is scope to improve the results through increased control of the phantom and the inclusion of more realistic blood mimic.

The MRE wave displacement appeared highly damped through the lumen of the atherosclerotic PAD data sets when compared to the healthy volunteers. This interesting result indicates that the presence of disease, likely to be calcified plaques, are causing changes in the wave propagation that may be captured using MRE. There is scope to clarify the conclusions in this study by developing the technique, particularly the imaging acquisition parameters and inversion algorithm.
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Introduction

Atherosclerosis is the root cause of the majority of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) [1]. Although the pathogenesis of the disease is extremely complex [2,3], atherosclerosis is characterized by an accumulation of low density lipoproteins in the vascular wall. The development of the disease can lead to a narrowing of the lumen, known as a stenosis. Histologically, the American Heart Association classifies the advancement of a plaque by its composition [4,5]. Type VI lesions include those where thrombosis has been generated by exposure of the plaque core [5]. This clinical event is known as atherosclerotic plaque rupture and can lead to ischemia. The symptoms and severity of this depend on the location of the disease. The more severe consequences of atherosclerosis are heart attack and stroke, caused by ischemia in the coronary and carotid arteries respectively.

Clinical diagnosis, and the decision to surgically intervene, is made from a measurement of the stenosis and symptoms of ischemia [6]. Stenosis size is widely acknowledged as an imperfect surgical criterion. Rothwell et al. [7] pooled data from the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy (NASCET) and European Carotid Surgery Trials (ECST) found that 5 years post-surgery, the absolute risk reduction for 70-99% stenosis was only 18.7%. The vulnerability of a plaque to rupture is far more complex; involving size and composition of the lipid pool, and the thickness, mechanical properties, fatigue and inflammation of the fibrous cap [8].

The economic impact of CVD is huge. The annual direct and indirect costs are estimated to be $315 billion in the US [1] and £15 billion in the UK [9]. Improving the accuracy of atherosclerosis diagnosis is the focus of many avenues of research. Development of diagnostic techniques involves enhanced imaging of the plaque structure and mechanical properties [10-12]. More closely satisfying the clinical aim by identifying the vulnerability of an atherosclerotic plaque to rupture, offers the potential to reduce the global economic burden of CVD.

Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a non-invasive elasticity imaging technique, which has the potential to differentiate between the mechanical properties of tissues. Phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to capture the temporal and spatial propagation of low frequency, externally excited, harmonic waves through the tissue [13,14]. The mechanical properties are extracted from the displacement wave images using an inversion algorithm [14]. Experimentally, MRE has measured arterial wall stiffness using various inversion algorithms; the Moens-Korteweg [15-18] phase gradient [19] and local frequency estimation [20,21]. To date, the only application of
MRE to atherosclerosis has assessed stenosis size [15]. Recent advances in the technique have identified regional changes in the vascular wall, through phantoms and ex vivo [22]. Computational research, through synthetic data sets, has demonstrated that MRE has the potential to identify a contrast between the wave images [23] and shear moduli [24] of atherosclerotic plaque compositions.

Arterial phantoms are used extensively to test and validate imaging methods. In this study, experimental phantoms were developed using polyvinyl alcohol cryogel (PVA-c). This vessel mimicking material (VMM) is applicable to modelling atherosclerosis for the purpose of MRE imaging: it demonstrates elastic properties comparable with arterial tissue [25], a variable Young's modulus [26] and signal intensity and relaxation times well-suited to MRI [27]. PVA, in the form of a gel, transforms into a cryogel upon freezing and thawing, during which crystals grow and act as cross-linking sites [27]. PVA also demonstrates the ability to bond well with pre-manufactured PVA-c, making the design of heterogeneous vessel geometry possible. In previous studies, PVA-c has been used to create two dimensional changes in arterial wall stiffness [28] and three dimensional fibrous and lipid plaques [29,30].

The aim of this study is to assess the feasibility of applying MRE to atherosclerosis experimentally. This research will be the first application of MRE to atherosclerosis through arterial phantoms and peripheral artery disease (PAD) patients.

Materials and Methods

Arterial phantom design

Atherosclerotic plaques contain 2 main constituents; fibrous tissue and a lipid pool. Overlaying these is a fibrous cap which interfaces with the flowing blood. Stable plaques are mainly fibrous and unstable plaques have large lipid pool and/or thin cap. The experimental plaques in this study modelled the variation of mechanical properties with composition using 3 configurations; lipid, homogeneous and fibrous. The stenoses were modelled as 70% and eccentric. The vessels were embedded in a block of tissue mimicking material (TMM) to mimic the propagation of waves passing through tissue to the artery in vivo, Figure 1. Motion due to the cardiac cycle was neglected; the lumen was filled with water and assumed to remain static, beyond any interaction with the excitation wave.

Vessel mimic manufacture: The following methodology was applicable to the manufacture of the vessel walls and all three plaque types. 10% wt. PVA (PVAGELS, Kingston, NY, USA) was heated for 60 minutes in a water bath at 100 ± 1°C. The moulds were lubricated with silicon grease. PVA was injected into the moulds and left to stand for 24 h at room temperature. The freeze-thaw cycle involved a freezing stage at -20 ± 0.5°C for 14 h, followed by a thawing period at 22 ± 0.5°C, for 10 h [26]. The Young's modulus of PVA-c increases with the number of freeze-thaw cycles [26].

The shear modulus [26,31] and the geometric properties of the TMM and VMM are defined in Table 1. The healthy vessel wall and homogeneous atherosclerotic plaques were subjected to 3 freeze-thaw cycles [26]. To construct the homogeneous vessel a stenosis mould (Figure 1a) was held concentrically inside polyvinyl chloride tubing reinforced by an acrylic tube.

Fibrous plaques, relatively stiffer than the vessel wall, were manufactured prior to the vessel wall, using a plaque mould compatible with the stenosis moulds (Figure 1a). The fibrous plaque then underwent 2 freeze-thaw cycles. The stenosed rod, containing the plaque, was
aligned inside the vessel wall mould, as previously discussed, and surrounded by PVA. Three further freeze-thaw cycles were applied to this mould.

Lipid plaques were created with a stenosis less stiff than the wall. A healthy vessel wall was created using the previously described methodology and subjected to two freeze-thaw cycles. The PVA-c vessel was positioned around a stenosis mould and suspended in a water bath (Figure 1a). PVA gel was injected through the PVA-c wall into the stenosis hollow. The PVA-c was covered in water to prevent dehydration and subjected to one freeze-thaw cycle.

**Magnetic resonance imaging**

Magnetic resonance imaging data was acquired using a 3T Verio imaging system (Siemens, Healthcare Gmbh, Erlangen, Germany). Elastography was conducted on 4 arterial phantoms, 2 healthy volunteers (HV1, HV2) and 3 PAD patients (P1, P2, P3).

**Angiography:** Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) was required to identify the location of the region of interest (ROI). A Siemens 3D Native Space, echocardiogram triggered, non-contrast methodology and subjected to two freeze-thaw cycles. The MRE protocol utilised an echo planar imaging sequence with a motion encoding gradient, the protocol is outlined in Table 3. The excitation frequency was set at 100 Hz based on the successful results obtained Thomas-Seale et al. [24]. With reference to Figure 1c, the motion encoding directions are defined as follows; read out (RO) along the Y axis parallel to the compression wave, phase encoding (PE) along the Z axis parallel to the shear wave and slice select (SS) along the X axis. The acquisition yielded a series of magnitude and phase images, corresponding to images taken at time offsets through the steady state wave cycle: 40 for the arterial phantoms and 8 for the human subjects. The magnitude images were used to identify and isolate the ROI. The phase images were unwrapped, removing discontinuities generated when the phase falls outside of the $[-\pi, \pi]$ range [34], using Flynn's 2D minimum discontinuity algorithm [35]. The complex wave image, was extracted from the first harmonic of the temporally Fourier transformed phase images. These images served as the input to the inversion algorithm.

**Simulated arterial phantom**

A synthetic data set was created using the methodology outlined in Thomas-Seale et al. [24]. This technique utilises a direct solution, steady state finite element (FE) analysis (Abaqus/CAE, Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, Rhode Island, USA) which allows the extraction of a complex wave image, analogous to the first

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component of Phantom</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Shear Modulus (kPa)</th>
<th>Length, L (mm)</th>
<th>Width, W (mm)</th>
<th>Depth, D (mm)</th>
<th>Diameters, Ø (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inner, I</td>
<td>Outer, O</td>
<td>Inner, I</td>
<td>Outer, O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding Tissue, T</td>
<td>Tissue Mimic</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.8 [31]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall, V</td>
<td>Vessel Mimic</td>
<td>Fibrous</td>
<td>34.3 [26]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Homogeneous</td>
<td>53.3 [26]</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lipid</td>
<td>34.3 [26]</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3 [26]</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Geometric and Material Properties. (Nomenclature is referenced with respect to Figure 1).
harmonic of the Fourier transformed phase images. The VMM and TMM were assumed incompressible and viscoelastic, represented by the Voigt model. The geometry (Rhinoceros version 3.0, McNeel, Seattle, Washington, USA) and material properties of the vessel and tissue mimic were replicated from those outlined in Table 1. Shear viscosity [36] and density [37] were given values of 3 Pas and 1047 kg m$^{-3}$, respectively. The lumen was given the density and bulk modulus of water [38]; 1000 kg m$^{-3}$ and 2.2 × 10$^6$ kPa. The phantom container was modelled with a density and Young's Modulus of acrylic; 1180 kg m$^{-3}$ and 3.2 × 10$^6$ kPa. The resulting FE model is described in Figure 1.

The excitation nodes represented the contact area and location of the actuator on the arterial phantom. A load of 10N was applied to each node. To replicate the wave reflections seen experimentally, the phantom container was constrained in all directions. The mesh primarily composed of structured hexahedron elements. Around the interfaces of the complex plaque geometry, unstructured tetrahedrons were used. The lumen was modelled using acoustic elements; all other components were modelled with hybrid elements. Through the stenosis, the element edge length was 0.5 mm, increasing to 1 mm through the vessel wall and 2 mm through the tissue mimic. Data was extracted using a pixel size of 1.84 mm$^2$ by a slice thickness of 10 mm, mimicking the experimental resolution.

Artificial noise $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ was added at $N=2\%$ using Eq. 4, based on the standard deviation through the ROI $\sigma_{\text{signal}}$ with a Gaussian distribution and zero mean. The mean shear moduli were taken through the ROI and averaged over 20 noisy cycles.

$$\sigma_{\text{noise}} = N\% \cdot \sigma_{\text{signal}}$$ (4)

Inversion algorithm

The 2D Helmholtz equation describes harmonic wave propagation through an isotropic, homogeneous, incompressible, linear elastic medium in the absence of body forces [14]. This algorithm was used to invert the experimental and computational data sets (MATLAB R2011a, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The algorithm, calculates the complex shear modulus $G(\omega)$, denoted in Eq. 1, from the Fourier transformed complex displacement $\hat{U}$, the excitation frequency $\omega$, and the tissue density $\rho$.

$$G(\omega) = -\frac{\rho \omega^2}{V^2} \frac{\hat{U}}{U} \quad (1)$$

$$G(\omega) = G'(\omega) + iG''(\omega) \quad (2)$$

$$G_{\text{Voigt}}(\omega) = \mu + i\eta \quad (3)$$

The complex shear modulus is defined by Eq. 2. The shear modulus $\mu$, and shear viscosity $\eta$ are defined by the Voigt rheological model, Eq. 3. The application of this algorithm to atherosclerosis and the associated limitations are discussed in depth in Thomas-Seale et al. [24,39]. Noise and compression wave components were filtered using a 2D Butterworth filter [36,40]. Filter limits were explored by Thomas-Seale et al. [24]; it was concluded that over filtering of heterogeneous MRE data sets leads to a loss of the shear modulus contrast between compositions. Wide filter thresholds were set at 5 m$^{-1}$ and 1,000,000 m$^{-1}$.

Results

Arterial phantoms

Figure 3 captures the lumen in both the wave and elastogram images; however, the stenosis cannot be identified. Quantitative analysis of the shear moduli averaged through the phantom stenosis showed no differences between the stiffness of the plaques. The synthetic data in Figure 4 yields higher clarity images. The wave images show increased displacement through the plaque as the composition changes from fibrous to lipid.
Healthy volunteers and PAD patients

Figure 5 displays a selection of results from the healthy volunteers and patients. These images displayed the clearest propagation of waves through the ROI. The wave images and elastograms are accompanied by magnitude images which highlight the blood flow through the lumen. Overall the wave images and elastograms are poor quality, containing large amounts of noise. The lumen is visible in all the wave
images; it can be identified in the healthy volunteer's elastograms but not the patient elastograms. The presence of disease cannot be detected in the patient wave images or elastogram images. However, there are identifiable differences between the healthy volunteer and patient wave images: the patient images are noisier, have lower amplitudes and the wave propagation is severely damped across the artery in comparison to the healthy volunteer images.

**Discussion**

**Arterial phantoms**

Although MRE was unable to identify the change in the mechanical properties of the plaque through the arterial phantoms, comparison of the experimental and computational methodology and results yields some interesting observations. The computational data sets contain more planar wave propagation and are not subject to imaging artefacts, particularly visible as ghosting artefacts in the background of the raw experimental images. This leads to clearer, more homogenous elastograms. Both heterogeneous systems were analyzed at the same resolution, contained multiple reflective boundaries, comparable noise levels and were excited using a compressional wave. The differences between the computational and experimental system is that the synthetic data does not contain imaging artefacts or wave disruptions from rigid body motion of the phantom or flow artefacts. This suggests that the experimental results could be improved through increased constraint of the phantom and the inclusion of a higher viscosity blood mimic.

**Healthy volunteers and PAD patients**

From observation of quality of the elastograms generated by
the inversion of heterogeneous atherosclerotic experimental and computational [24] wave images, a subjective judgment was made as to the most promising data sets; ideal wave images will show good wave propagation through the ROI with a clear disruption along the lumen. In the case of Patient 2, MRE had to be conducted through a section of the vessel, slightly distal to the disease, due to the constraints of positioning the actuator.

To contextualize the results, similar to the arterial phantoms, differences would be expected between the patient healthy volunteer data sets; areas of increased or decreased shear modulus along the wall of the vessel, would correlate with areas of either lipid or fibrous atherosclerotic disease. In this study, no quantitative differences can be seen between the healthy and diseased wave images and elastograms, however, some qualitative observations have been made.

Firstly, the patient images appear much noisier that the healthy volunteer images, they have lower wave amplitudes and were subject to some large motion artefacts, therefore the ROIs needed to be smaller. Overall the wave propagation through the healthy volunteers was clearer in the RO direction and for the patients in the PE direction. The image degradation could be due to increased physiological movement in the patients, compared to the more informed healthy volunteers. Some of the patient data sets were so corrupted by noise and imaging artefacts, that no wave propagation was visible. The study was not age matched. However, since PAD is more prevalent in the older population, there was a significant difference in the age range of the healthy volunteers and patients. Heterogeneity of the muscle stiffness has been shown to increase with age [41]. It is hypothesized that the increased age range of the patients led to more disrupted wave interactions and artefacts generated by the inversion algorithm which is ill-suited to heterogeneous data sets [24].

In the majority of the healthy volunteer scans, the wave propagation on both sides of the vessel was equal. In the patient images, where there were identifiable waves, they are significantly clearer on the left hand side of the image. The wave images of the healthy volunteers and previous computational work [24] show minimal changes in wave amplitude across the lumen. Through this small sample size, this observation indicates that the presence of atherosclerosis and/or calcification, which can be severe in symptomatic PAD [42], may have damped the propagation of the waves through the artery. These conclusions require further investigation through a larger and repeated data set to be statistically significant.

This study was feasibility research, as such; the experimental data sets were not subject to any imaging parameter optimization or repetition. The presence of noise through MRE data disrupts the clarity of wave gradients and results in degradation in the accuracy of the technique [24]. Whilst use of the Butterworth filter through homogeneous images may be used to mitigate noise [36], Thomas-Seale et al. [24] noted that the first application of MRE to atherosclerosis through arterial phantoms detected no differences with changing plaque composition in the wave images or elastograms, Synthetic modelling indicated that changes to the methodology of the technique could improve the results through the experimental arterial phantoms. Some qualitative differences were identified between the wave images of the healthy volunteers and patients. The most interesting result was the heavily damped wave propagation through the lumen of the PAD patient datasets, which may have been caused by the presence of atherosclerotic disease. The research requires further development to draw a firmer conclusion on the hypothesis; this includes an increased, repeatable data set and optimization of the imaging and inversion protocol.

Conclusions

The first application of MRE to atherosclerosis through arterial phantoms detected no differences with changing plaque composition in the wave images or elastograms. Synthetic modelling indicated that changes to the methodology of the technique could improve the results through the experimental arterial phantoms. Some qualitative differences were identified between the wave images of the healthy volunteers and patients. The most interesting result was the heavily damped wave propagation through the lumen of the PAD patient datasets, which may have been caused by the presence of atherosclerotic disease. The research requires further development to draw a firmer conclusion on the hypothesis; this includes an increased, repeatable data set and optimization of the imaging and inversion protocol.
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